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the Daily Telegraph's musical critic, disliked much in
Paderewski's playing, but he realized the possibilities
of the future. He wrote : te Plainly we do not like Mr.
Paderewski as an exponent of physical force. The result
of his labours may be marvellous, but it is not music."
And : " It was the march of an abnormally active
mammoth about the keyboard, while the wondering
observer expected the pianoforte to break down at any
moment." But he also wrote : " There is another Mr.
Paderewski ... he is gentle and pleasant, refined and
poetic to a degree which makes him altogether charming."
The Standard critic testified : " The performer was more
anxious to astonish than to charm. . . . His physical powers
, . . were exercised in a manner which resulted in much
noise, but little music ..." An Irish musical critic of the
World seemed to have felt that the newcomer's red nimbus
was challenging the effectiveness of his own ginger-coloured
hair and beard, and so he used the words after Paderewski's
second concert: " Sensational, empty, vulgar and violent."
But eventually the red-haired Irishman, George Bernard
Shaw, was conquered by the new pianist, as the third recital
evoked the words : "... dignified, intelligent, almost
sympathetic ..." Some of the critics were enthusiastic
from the beginning. The Globe's expert, who thought
Paderewski was second only to Rubinstein, wrote : " His
mastery is complete, his touch so exquisite, in the art of
singing on the pianoforte, that he can only be compared with
Thalberg . . ." And the Saturday Review called him " One
of the most remarkable artists who have been heard of late
years."
Paderewski's impresario, Daniel Meyer, tried to extract
from the press notices sufficient favourable material to print
a pamphlet for the provinces ; for he feared for the success
of Paderewski's provincial tour. But Paderewski disliked
the idea of amending the truth, and he agreed to publication
only if all the press opinions were included. The provinces
felt a traditional scepticism towards London's artistic judg-

